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On October 28, 2018, one of Nanaimo 
Association for Community Living’s 
founding parents, Marjorie McLellan, 
passed away.  For those of you        
unaware of NACL’s early history,    
Marjorie and her husband Don       
created the entity which has grown 
into the present day NACL.   

 

As with many community living agencies, NACL began as a grass roots         
movement initiated by a group of parents hoping to bring their kids back into      
community as the large institutions were closing.  Don and Marjorie, with the 
help of others—including Pat Winters, who later became Executive Director of 
what is now Clay Tree Society, Helen Dixon, who became NACL’s first            
Accountant, and Bev Hurd, our first Executive Director—were instrumental in 
laying the groundwork for what would become NACL.  The following is a copy 
of our first internal communique, as provided by Don McLellan—our first     
President. 

 

A to 

Marjorie McLellan 1920-2018 



What’s NACL 

 

 

These first years were fraught with growing pains, as the organizational infrastructure was developed to allow for the              
construction of four more homes over the next two years, along with the unionization of the agency.  Don and Marjorie were 
instrumental in providing leadership and vision through this period, and it was 
their foresight that created the foundation for the agency we are today.  

After Don’s passing, Marjorie stayed active with NACL—keeping her               
membership current, attending agency events, and providing me with sage 
advice when she felt her input would be helpful. 

As we think back on the legacy of the McLellans, it is important to remember 
fundamental change is often brought about by a few with an idea, and the 
courage to see it through.  Marjorie and Don had both the vision and the     
courage to ensure that de-institutionalization became a reality, and we will 
always be indebted to them for their strength and fortitude. 



What’s NACL 

Angela Trimble 
Senior Program Manager 

Way, way back in 1991, I took the Resident Care Attendant Diploma 

Program at Kwantlen College in Surrey, BC. All I knew then was that 

I was young, full of energy, and just wanted to ‘help’ people.  

My first job fresh out of college was at a long-term care facility.  What an eye-opener!  I quickly learned that ‘caring’ was 

bathing, feeding, and laying people down for naps.  There was not a whole lot of time for “care.” 

There weren’t many rules or regulations followed back then, and there certainly was no Person Centeredness happening.  

I went on to work in a group home a few years later that supported six men and women with brain injuries.  I loved that 

job. I loved the management style—and I really loved that we were out being part of the community, supporting people 

to live they lives they chose to live. 

A quick year up in Fort St. John taught me two things:   

1. I did not want to work in a facility ever again; and 
2. I hate -45C winters!!!  

My family and I arrived in beautiful Nanaimo in the summer of 2009.  I started working at NACL at McCauley Drive Home, 

supporting two individuals.  

I moved over to Caspers Way Home and absolutely fell in love— with the team, the individuals, and with Person          

Centered Planning! 

Over the next few years I became a Senior Residence Worker (SRW), an Acting Program Manager, Program Manager, and 

then the Senior Program Manager.  

I am proud to work for an organization that puts the individuals first and foremost.  I am 

regularly blown away by how much passion, enthusiasm, creativity, and diverse support 

each and every employee here provides!!!  

Thank you everyone, for making NACL the best organization around!   



By:  Marlena Stewart, Executive Assistant 
Report 

What’s NACL 

Feels like I’d just written our fall article, and here we are into the double-digits of December!  Hope you’ve all had a great fall 
season.  Our HR Department has been busy as ever—some things never change!     
 
First of all, let’s welcome the newest casuals who’ve joined us since our last report—welcome aboard to COURTLYN FLOYD, 
CHRISTINE GUNNESS, CHELSEA LIEBRECHT, RACHEL PRICE, LANAYA HOSKINS, and BRENDA SINCLAIR.  
 
Congrats also to these employees who obtained either temporary or permanent postings since the last newsletter.  Here’s the 
list, showing them at their current status: 
 

 JENNIFER CARANO – temporary full-time Community Inclusion Manager, Admin 

 MARILYN HUTCHINSON – temporary part-time CSW, Jingle Pot Home 

 AIDI YANG – temporary full-time SRW, Caspers Way Home 

 DONNA HUDON – permanent part-time CSW, Jingle Pot Home 

 KIM ADAM – permanent part-time Vocational Counselor, NACLWorks! 

 DAVE HARLEY – temporary full-time CSW, Caspers Way Home 

 GERRY MUCKLE – permanent full-time CSW, Jingle Pot Home 

 CHRIS FLEMING – temporary full-time CSW, Kennedy Home 

 ELIANA DION – temporary full-time CSW, Turner Connection Home 

 JENNELLE REIMER – temporary full-time SRW, Jingle Pot Home 

 BECKY HANSON – temporary Program Coordinator 1, Life Long Learning 
 
Here’s wishing you all the happiest of holiday seasons, and we’ll catch up with you again 
next spring!   
 

 

Looking to make some early New Year’s resolutions for 2019?  If one 
of them is looking after your health and wellness, join us for NACL’s 
FREE group fitness class, hosted by former employee Jennifer 
U’Chong!  Yes, we said FREE!!! 

Jennifer comes to NACL twice a week to teach an ALL-AGES, ALL-
ABILITIES fitness class that encompasses warm-up, cardio, weights, 
yoga, and stretching during the cool-down.  

Every second Tuesday of the month, Jennifer switches to a              
RELAXATION class—which is mentioned later in this newsletter.   

EVERYONE is welcome to either class—so come on down!  We’re a 
fun bunch, us hard-core attendees!!!  You’ll find us in NACL’s       
basement, accessed just downhill from the Actions entrance on    
Victoria Crescent.  If you have mobility concerns?  We will make 
SURE this class is accessible—just let us know and we’ll move       
upstairs!   



What’s NACL 

When I started working for NACL, I had the privilege of working in 

these two wonderful homes.   

I love the energy level in both homes—everyone walking through the 

doors experiences such a warm and happy welcome.   

Taking shifts at Caspers, I found my fitness level increased to no end 

as I tried to keep up with these very fit guys on regular walks around 

Westwood, Buttertubs, and Neck Point...and swimming numerous 

laps at the Nanaimo Aquatic Centre.   

Working at Turner, my knowledge of the hockey league, which I had 

no clue about before, has increased greatly with Robert’s help.    I 

also had very little knowledge of certain bands and their music, but 

Brian has taught me all about The Beach Boys, Buddy Holly, Johnny 

Cash, etc.  Thanks to Dale, I have been watching many Disney movies 

that I otherwise probably never would, and have spent many happy 

moments singing ABBA songs to her (poor girl!).   

I am thankful every day for the joy of having all at Turner and Caspers 

in my life, which is greatly enriched because of them. 

to 

Caspers Way Home and 

Turner Connection Home 

The joy of being their Acting Program Manager… 

by Rachel Trew 
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By:  Randy Humchitt 
Deputy Executive Director 

General Staff Meetings 
 

On November 16, 2018 I sent an e-mail out to all CSWs requesting their feedback regarding general staff 
meetings.  My vision is that we have general staff meetings (includes casual, temp, and permanent 
staff) on a regular basis that are well attended, engaging, informative, and fun!  Thank you to those who         
replied—some great ideas put forward were: 

 Dedicate ten minutes to health and safety considerations; 

 Have guest speakers attend and cover specific subjects (i.e. prevention of burnout); 

 Ensure that management addresses actionable agenda items and follow-up with staff at the 
next meeting (builds trust); 

 E-mail out potential agenda items prior to the meeting to engage the staff and get them   
excited to attend; and 

 Have great food!   

This feedback will be incorporated into ongoing general staff meetings. The first one will be held in the 
NACL basement meeting room on Friday, January 11, 2019 from 1230–1430.  A reminder e-mail and request 
for agenda items will be sent out on January 7th.  We will aim to hold general staff meetings every six weeks 
thereafter on Fridays (for consistency’s sake).  

It’s not too late to have your say.  Shoot me a text, call, or e-mail if you have ideas for how to host great 
staff meetings.  Hope to see you there! 
 

Casual Staff 
 

Part of my role in the association is to support casual staff in their NACL work life.  During the 
past year, I recognize that my focus has been less on the “relationship” and more on the 
“conditions of employment” side of support.  Though conditions of employment are critical, it is 
arguably just as critical (if not more) to foster good employee relations.  Imagine a time when 
Randy Humchitt calls and it’s not just about “minimum hours requirements” or “Class 4 follow-
ups!”   
 
Casual staff play a critical role in the agency, and deserve good support.  I want to do better!  I 
will be dedicating time to checking in with casual staff (a text, call, e-mail) to see how things are 
going, and if there’s anything that you need.   
 
One of the values that Pat Bugera (the communications auditor) speaks about is “challenging our 
assumptions.”  I don’t want to assume what casual staff need—I want the feedback directly.  
Look forward to hearing more from me in the future, as I will be setting aside regular time to 
touch base.  If you have ideas for how I can provide better support, please let me know! 

 

Office:  (250) 741-0224, ext. 226   
Cell:  (250) 802-3832   

E-mail:  randy.humchitt@nanamoacl.org 
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...at Turner Connection? 

By:  Kayla Crandon, Senior Residence Worker 

 

 

 

 

 

I graduated from the Community Support Worker Program in 
June 2017 after having completed two practicum placements 
here at NACL—both at Jingle Pot Home.  I learned so much, 
and had a great time.  It was then that I knew this was the or-
ganization that I wanted to be a part of.  

I was hired by NACL in July 2017.  In March the following year, I 
became a permanent Senior Residence Worker.  Shortly after, I 
was transferred to Turner Connection Home, where I have 
been ever since. 

I love my job at TCH—both the staff team and individuals are 
amazing to work with. 

We have been focusing a lot on goals...both planning and 
achieving!  

There has been a ton of fun this past summer!  We went to 
concerts, the PNE, a helicopter tour, and a big shopping trip to 
Tsawwassen Mills.  

Most recently, Jack L. from Turner accomplished a well-
planned-out goal, supported by Doug Rollings—they flew via 
WestJet over to Vancouver for a fun-filled day.  This was done 
as a practice run for the big plan of spending a weekend in   
Calgary for a hockey game! 

As most of you know, we have a huge Clippers fan at TCH.  A 
very happy Robert K. got to spend a little time with some of the 
gracious Clipper players, and received a very personal “Happy 
Birthday!” 

We are looking forward to a fun-filled Christmas season and 
prosperous New Year. 
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The Quality Assurance Department has been busy working on the following initiatives: 

 Leadership training on Performance Management 

 We put together a successful training day on Performance Management at the 

Coast Bastion on November 23, 2018. 

 Further development of ShareVision’s Health and Safety training presentations 

 Incident Reporting for both staff and persons served were added to             

ShareVision. 

 Incorporating CLBC’s Privacy and Information Management training into ShareVision 

 This training can now be tracked in ShareVision. 

 Person Centered Planning 

 In conjunction with Barb Barry and the staff teams, we are working to educate staff on the process of Person        

Centered Planning, and how to document it in ShareVision. 

 WorkSafe COR Program 

 We are working to be certified under WorkSafe BC’s Certificate of Recognition (COR) program.  This involves 

meeting a certain standard in Health and Safety program management. 

 Policies and Procedures 

 The annual review of policies and procedures is underway, as we update these to meet the WorkSafe COR         

standards and the CARF Quality Improvement Plan. 

 Safety Manual 

 Updating the Safety Manual will be an upcoming project for the winter. 

 Service Levels 

 First quarter service levels were summarized, and we have been working with Senior Residence Workers (SRWs) 

and Program Coordinator 1s (PC1s) on recording weekly service levels. 

Accreditation Station 
By Peter Letts, Quality Assurance Manager 
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By:  Barb Barry,  
Person Centered Practices/ 

Employment Services Manager 

We just hosted another successful 2-day training for Person Centered Thinking Skills (PCT 
Skills).  I am continually impressed by the depth of learning we do at each of the events.       
People were engaged, had great questions, and are really pumped about moving it forward in 
each of their work and home locations.   

We greatly appreciate and will be happy to take your suggestions and feedback! 

Further to our agency efforts in embedding PCP (Person Centered Plans), it’s all about people 
having better lives and not better paper.    We are really beginning to see the difference to 
what happens when people have positive control over their lives (and therefore their plan), 
and see when we listen (PCT Skills) and act on what we hear (meaningful goals and action 
plans) — people  are happier and more satisfied.  

When you use the skills in your day-to-day work, giving your input and documenting it all truly 
contributes to a good Person Centered Description and the meaningful goals that flow from 
that plan.  All of this goes into the “information management system” managed by our Quality 
Assurance Manager (Peter), who takes it all and makes sense of it—and is then able            
demonstrate measurable outcomes.  We then can say and show that YES, our efforts in            
supporting people live the lives they want IS making a difference. 

If you were not able to join us this latest training session, get ready for the next PCT training 

on March 7 and 8, 2019.  More information to follow.  Thanks all! 

   

...to those who won the lottery draws to attend NACL’s   

co-sponsored performances of The Nutcracker and Winter 

Harp at the Port Theatre in December 2018—including 

persons served, home share providers, and staff! 

Bembay P. 

Charla J. 

Josh K. 

Cindy C. 

Jennifer C. 

Sloan W. 

Angela T. 

Rani W. 

Gerry M. 

Shelby J. 

Rachel T. 

Michelle G. 

Robin S. 



What’s NACL 

Come and join us for the NEW, FREE once-a-month RELAXATION CLASS put on by Jennifer 
U’Chong (who also does our fitness class on the remaining Tuesdays/Thursdays each month)!   

 

on the second Tuesday each month to experience and practice techniques 
that have the potential to provide you with personal skills that can create and 
enhance life balance. 

 

Meditation 
Meditation helps to de-clutter the mind.  A simple 10 to 15 minutes of meditation daily can help 
you to overcome your stress and find inner calm and balance. 

Breathing  

Proper breathing exercises supercharge the body and energize the brain.  Benefits include       
immediate stress relief, alertness, and mood elevation.  

Stretching 
Stretch, flex, and de-stress by performing a sequence of simple stretches.  Each position               
contributes to the stretching of a different body part and muscle group.  

 

racticing a combination of these proven techniques will help you cope 
with the daily stresses of life.  You will find that you are able to lead a 

more balanced life by having a clearer mind, calmer being, and a more      
relaxed body. 

1630-1730 

NACL Basement 

Accessed just downhill from  
Actions Day Program on  

Victoria Crescent 
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...at Portsmouth Road Home! 

By:  Courtney Otto, Senior Residence Worker 

 

I have not yet reached my 2-year mark at NACL, but I have accomplished most of what I had intended to do or be in this 
short time.  My initial goal was working with youth.  The opportunity for this came much quicker than anticipated, and 
working with NACL’s first youth was my first part-time position with the company.  

I became part of the team at Jingle Pot Home in November 2017, and was given the opportunity to temp as a Senior            
Residence Worker (SRW) for three weeks.  This gave me my initial “I need to have this position” drive.    

I applied for the 2-month temporary SRW position at Maxey Road Home, and shortly after that applied for the permanent 
position at Portsmouth Road Home.  The team at Portsmouth is just that—a team.  They work together so well, and work 
even harder for the people they are supporting each day.  

Halloween was a blast—taxi rides, and the whole house down to the Actions party.  Of course, the house dressed up as 
well!  We had one incredibly scary Dracula.   

We will continue to work hard all together to focus on Person Centered Planning, and letting the creativity flow.  With a 
little sprinkle on top for this bio, in a few short months I will become a mommy of two.  Even though I will be heading off for 
a little while, as Arnold Schwarzenegger once said, “I’ll be back.” 

My name is Courtney Otto.  I started as a           
volunteer at NACL in November 2015, and      
carried on until February 2016.  After a                 
wonderful year spent learning the role of         
mommy-hood, I was lucky enough to officially 
join the NACL team in February 2017.  



What’s NACL 

Program 

At Life Long Learning, we are always grateful for the sunshine that allows us to get out and 
about on foot.  The beautiful weather in September and October has allowed us to explore our 
new neighborhood.  We have met a few people in the area and discovered the exercise activity 

area at the old Rutherford school.  Welcome to My Home participants are practicing      
balance and spatial awareness exercises on the outdoor equipment.  The swings are fun, too! 

Here from Vancouver Island University, practicum student and artist Laura Whitley is learning 
about what we do at LLL, as well as sharing her artistry skills with us.  She has presented lessons 
on shading/contouring drawings and color blending/mixing.  With her help, we are building a 
volcano model and preparing for a classic baking soda and vinegar eruption.  All classes are 
working to identify what prejudices are, and why we should avoid them. 

We really love being here at Hammond Bay Home.  We recently spent the morning with Doug 

and Shaley on a trip to the Nanaimo River Fish Hatchery.  We saw one big smelly fish, thousands 

of small fry, a “beware of bear” sign and a very noisy blue jay laughing at us!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By:   Sherry Eisel, Program Coordinator 1 

Program 

By:   Sue Logan, Snoezelen Room Attendant 

I have worked for NACL since 2008, I started out at Caspers Way Home, and then McCauley Drive 
Home for three years. 

I started working in the Snoezelen Room seven years ago.  I love the position I am in, and the ability 
to make the room into a special and safe place on a daily basis for the participants who use it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What’s NACL 

Program 

 

In 2003, I finished my Residential Care Attendant (RCA) and Mental Health certificates at 
what is now Vancouver Island University. 
 

I began my career in Alberta working for Alberta Hospital, and a Community Living company 
called “Independent Advocacy.”  While there, I helped individuals move from long-term 
placements in the hospital to living in the community.  
 

In 2007 I was back in Nanaimo, and began working casual at NACL.  I also worked full time in 
a special care unit for people who have dementia. 
 

Over the next eight years, I worked in every home/program that NACL had to offer.   
 

In 2015, I began working as the Senior Residence Worker at Caspers Way Home.  In 2017, I 
was the successful applicant for the Temporary Home Share Manager position.  
 

Most recently, I have been appointed as the Community Inclusion Manager.  I oversee    
Actions Day Program, Life Long Learning, and the Snoezelen Room.  
 

This has been a great journey, and I can’t wait to see what else my future at NACL holds!  

...to Jennifer Carano and Sara Gilks! 

Community    
Inclusion   
Manager 

Program  
Coordinator 1 

(PC1) 

 
My name is Sara Gilks.  I have been part of NACL since January 1994; so, fast approaching 25 
years. 
 

I started as most do...on the casual list, but soon got a position working at one of the      
residences known as Metral Drive Home.  I was there until around 2003, when I moved to 
working at the Actions Day Program.  
 

I have spent several years filling in when needed as the PC1 at Actions, and early in 2018 I 
became the permanent PC1. 
 

I have been part of many changes along the years with NACL.  Most recently, we have been 

taking a “deep dive” look into how we provide services at Actions.  I am excited to see what 

the future holds.  



What’s NACL 

Program 

 
I am very excited to tell you about  all the great happenings at NACLWorks!  Our 
team continues to grow and expand our services (thank you,  CLBC!!!)... 

I would like to welcome Kim Adam to NACLWorks!  Kim will be working with our 
current team that includes myself, Debra, and KT, as well as Shelby and Becky  – our 
casual staff support.    

Kim brings a wealth of experience and talent with her.  Lots of us know her as well 
through her passion for hand weaving, as she teaches classes a couple times a week 
at/through NACL—and is also helping to grow our social enterprise initiative.  We 
are looking really forward to growing both our business partnerships as well as   
direct service to individuals. 

We know that a diversified workforce significantly increases the customer base.  It 
demonstrates to the community that the business has the capacity to                          
accommodate all people, whether they are staff or customer.  We recognize            
businesses that have made a shift in their hiring practice, and have tapped into the 
pool of ready, willing, and able job seekers with diversabilities.   

I would also like to send a shout-out to our local Nanaimo businesses that have 
hired our job seekers.  We’d encourage you to go check out and  enjoy the           
services  they each have to offer.  They are inclusive and as unique as the people 
who work there.  Thank you all!   

By:   Barb Barry, Person Centered Practices/Employment Services Manger 

by Gretchen Brown, Program Manager 

I was hired as a casual at NACL 17 years ago...the quality of 
care and respect that is integral to NACL’s vision and practice is 
what has inspired me to stay. 

Throughout those 17 years, I have been given support and      
opportunities to learn new skills and grow in my role. 

As well, I have had the pleasure of getting to know and support 
persons served...which has brought me to the present, where I 
now have the privilege of managing two fantastic teams—
Jingle Pot Home and Maxey Road Home. 

Time flies and with that comes change, but the core                 
philosophies that NACL embodies live on. 

I see this reflected in the old and the new, and feel great pride 
to play a small part. 

Thank you! 



What’s NACL 

Program 

 

Terry has a new job.  He’s working at American Linen Service Company (ALSCO).  Not 
only is this a new employer for him and Works!, it’s a UNION job, and it’s a full-time    
position.  This company has 10,000 employees in 120 plants in 10 countries  worldwide.  
In ordering a chef’s jacket for another job seeker, I asked about their employee retention 
at the plant, and flushed out an opportunity for Terry.  

Terry is working very hard.  He starts at 06:00, he’s always on time, and he loves all the 
machinery.  ALSCO maintains its production rate with a weekly piece count test, and 
Terry rates well amongst his colleagues.  During the winter, Terry arrives by taxi, but 
threatens to drive his ride-’m lawnmower, “Bubble Bee,” to work… 

“...booking it down Jingle Pot Road.”  

“Don’t you dare,” I said!   

 

 
 

 
 

By:   Debra Buvyer, Program Coordinator 1 

I am Debra Buvyer, the Program Coordinator 1 (PC1) for the Works! program.  During these past four years, my passion has 
been driven by seeing individuals succeed and grow as a people because “being employed is life-changing,” as we know.  

I’m always working—I constantly look for opportunities to make that job seeker/employer connection, even in my off-time; I 
always look for ways to educate the public on equality and diversity; and I always speak up when I hear old language that 
doesn’t respect or reflect people in a deserving way, no matter whose company I’m with.  I always want to do as much as I 
can.  

Best moment:  Seeing one of our job seekers, who has been part of sheltered workshops in the past, now working as an 
office assistant and being a key and code holder, taking a plane trip to see family by herself.  Being employed has made her 
feel confident to do this—love that!!!   

NACL is a very unique family.  Thank you for letting me be a part of it!  



What’s NACL 

We had a heck of a great evening of fun on November 17, 2018, as we celebrated our FABULOUS         

employees at our annual Staff Appreciation Party!  Hugest thanks to all who contributed to making it 

one of our best events yet—and thank you to EVERY SINGLE NACL EMPLOYEE for all you do to make 

NACL awesome!  We couldn’t do what we do without you.  See below for awards highlights—we had 

staff reach  milestones in EVERY possible longevity category this year!!!   

Donna Clarke 

Teresa Phillips 

Kelly Carson 

Fenella Lotzer 

Elias Gavreseas 

Dean Pawliw 

Donna States 

Sue Logan 

Mary-Ellen Desmarais 

Shirley Brown 

Glenda Stroomer 

Mike Becher 

Cindy Carano 

Barb Barry Sandra Van Loo 

Sudesh Manhas 

Raj Parmar 

Andre Auger (2015) 

Lorie Williamson (2015) 
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at Maxey Road Home! 

By:  Cindy Griffin, Senior Residence Worker 

I have been with NACL since August of 2016.  

I had three jobs at once.  I left two of my jobs within six months after starting, as I 
was getting more than enough hours with NACL.  It took many interviews, but I got 
a temporary part-time posting at Turner Connection Home.  

Then in October of 2017, I applied for and got the posting of Senior Residence 
Worker (SRW) at Maxey Road Home.  

I am privileged to work with a bunch of amazing staff, and the residents amaze me 
every day with their jokes and their smiles...and the laughter, too! 

at Kennedy Home! 

By:  Jeraldine Marshall, Senior Residence Worker 

I’ve been with NACL for two years, and a Senior Residence          
Worker (SRW) for just over a year.  

I have worked with individuals with disabilities for most of my 
working life, and have learned so much from the people I’ve       
supported.  

I’ve benefited from the leadership programs that NACL has       
provided, as well as various training courses.  

At Kennedy, we’ve been working together to create a homey              
environment for everyone who lives here.  It has been a learning 
experience as we work together to determine the likes and         
dislikes of individuals who don’t express themselves verbally, but 
have many other ways of communicating.  



What’s NACL 

By:  Brianna Otto, Senior Home Share Manager 

 

Aidi 

Aidi Yang here.  I have worked with NACL for almost 10 years 
now. I have worked in various capacities such as casual,             
permanent part-time, and also worked three times now as a  
Senior Residence Worker (SRW).  

I have been working at Caspers Way Home since 2011, and am 
presently the temporary SRW there.  

I look forward to working into the future with NACL.  

...at Caspers Way Home! 

By:  Aidi Yang, Acting Senior Residence Worker 

The past few months leading up to the holidays have been jam-packed with new          
placements, internal moves, and approving new providers!  As we know, leading in to 
the holidays we often have Home Share Managers away on holidays.  During business 
hours, please feel free to contact the office and ask to speak to the first available Home 
Share Manager.  If it is outside of typical hours, please use our On Call pager. 

I’d like to thank each and every one of you for the support provided this past year, and 
for working with us through reporting requirements and changes with the Home Share 
Managers.  The Home Share Team wishes you all Happy Holidays and a fabulous New 
Year!  

As always, we are continually searching for caring and inclusive people to provide home 
share support.  If you know of anyone you think would be a great provider, please send 
them our way!  
 



What’s NACL 

 

by Cindy Carano, Program Manager 

One of the hardest things to do is to talk about yourself, whether          

accomplishments, failures, or just in general.  Generally, I have worked 

for NACL for 15+ years.  Accomplishments?  I have worked for NACL for 

15+ years!    I have worked in almost all aspects of the agency as a   

casual/part-time/full-time line worker, full-time manager, and now part-

time manager.  I am appreciative of all the hard work that line staff do 

during their work day or work night, six days in a row, overtime,      

switching to another program at a moment’s notice, driving from one 

program to another, in the community, at doctor’s appointments, good 

days, bad days...you know what I mean.  No two days are ever alike.    

I have learned so much over the years about how to be supportive in  

people’s lives, and what it means to make a difference in the lives of the 

people we support and the people I work with.  When I walk into a room 

with a person served and they smile a big smile and say “Hi Cindy’’ or 

they want a hug, it is rewarding to be acknowledged with kindness and 

warmth each time.  The bank or the grocery store never does this.  

We all have our strengths and our not-so-strong points—but in the end, 

we are all a team with a common goal to improve the lives of                

people...ALL people.  

From the Ready Willing & Able (@RWAworks) Twitter newsfeed, 

c/o Community Living NB (@nbacl)...  

“Four ways I think we can better 
support people with disabilities in 

the workplace” 
TD Employee Culture 

“...there are still many misconceptions preventing more people with disabilities from contributing to organizations (and employers 

from accessing this pool of talent) . 

Here are four things I think people should know about people with disabilities (PWD's) in the workplace, and ways colleagues and 

organizations can better support us…” 

https://newsroom.td.com/insights/4-ways-i-think-we-can-better-support-
people-with-disabilities-in-the-workplace 

October 18, 2018 

Morgan Dumas—Manager, Communications, TD Securities 

https://newsroom.td.com/insights/4-ways-i-think-we-can-better-support-people-with-disabilities-in-the-workplace
https://newsroom.td.com/insights/4-ways-i-think-we-can-better-support-people-with-disabilities-in-the-workplace


We’d love to hear from you… 

E-mail your comments to  

Graham Morry, Executive Director: 
 

graham.morry@nanaimoacl.com 
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Nanaimo, BC  V9R 2V1 
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(250) 741-0227 
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HELP US GO GREEN!  
 
Thanks to all of you in our NACL family 
who are currently receiving our What’s            
Happening newsletter by e-mail.   
 
If you’re currently getting it in paper copy 
and  would like to help us “GO GREEN,” 
please e-mail: 

 

marlena.stewart@nanaimoacl.com 

info@nanaimoacl.com 

We’d like to extend our HAPPIEST BIRTHDAY WISHES to all persons served, employees, and 

home share providers who have celebrated or will be celebrating birthdays since our last      

Bulletin.  There are so many people in our NACL family now, it would take pages to list you all.  

Just know that even though we’re not listing you by name here, you’re all very special to us and 

are very much appreciated – NACL wouldn’t be what it is without each and every one of you!   

@nanaimo_acl 

@nanaimo.acl 


